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Abstract:
The paper listed and discussed safety and security values that can be integrated into the reading comprehension passages of the English Language curriculum for Junior Secondary Schools in Nigeria. The paper raised some challenges that English Language teachers may face in teaching some of the safety and security values. Suggestions were made on the possible ways of overcoming such challenges. The paper concluded with the need for English Language teachers to be trained in safety and security management. They should equally be encouraged to be more practical and resourceful in their teaching approach for meaningful, purposeful and impactful learning.
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Introduction

Safety and security in the context of this paper is all about keeping the school environment free of hazardous situations that could put at risk the lives of students or school pupils. There are two areas that should always be considered in terms of safety, that is, unsafe conditions and unsafe acts. For most of the year, children spend more time at school than anywhere else other than their own home. At school, children need a secure, positive, and comfortable environment to help them learn.

Overall, schools are one of the safest places children can be. However, some schools have problems, such as bullying and theft, which make them less secure. These
problems make students and educators feel less safe, and it makes it harder for students to learn and for teachers to do their jobs.

Slippery floors, steep stairways without handrails all create opportunities for students to slip and fall. They are unsafe conditions that should be dealt with immediately. Hazardous chemicals in the school environment can lead to gas poisoning. And highly inflammables substances can start a wild fire. Crowded classrooms, classrooms with single doors, and narrow single exit gates can all result in students stepping on each other in the event of a fire or any other panicky situation. All of this jeopardizes school safety.

The truth is a large percentage of schools in Nigeria are not safe in the accepted sense of the word. Classrooms are crowded obviously, more money for the school but then more jeopardy for student safety. Fire exists and fire extinguishers are missing, fire drill is not a culture, and there is general lack of knowledge about safety among students. If a child’s life is compromised or ruined because the school failed to do what is reasonably practicable to guarantee students’ safety the school will find itself on the wrong side of the law. Besides, the parents of the kids affected by a tragedy in a school may not take it lying low. They could take vengeance on the school.

In addition, you risk losing your school’s patronage and profitability as other parents begin to withdraw their kids from your school enmass because of safety concerns. You certainly don’t want a crisis to happen in your school. So make safety a priority in your school now. There are often reports of missing kids especially during the ‘ember’ months, that is, September to December.

Stories of ritual killings make the rounds in Kaduna, Nigeria and most parts of the country towards end of the year period as people prepare for Christmas and the urge to make quick money for Christmas parties’ heats up. Recently, there was a story of a school child kidnapped from a school. The kidnapper put the little boy in a sack and entered “keke napep”. The boy’s cry from the sack attracted the driver of the keke napep to ask about the content of the sack. The driver was not satisfied with the kidnapper’s answer so he drove straight to the union’s office where the kidnapper was arrested and beaten to death.

Some years back, a young boy was beaten up around Cement bus stop area in Lagos because he was accused of taking school kids to ritual killers for money making processes. How true those stories are, one cannot ascertain. But the missing people reports certainly increase around the ‘ember’ months. All schools should, ensure that school security is taken seriously as they improve on their school safety record.

There is nothing as disastrous as parent’s pouncing on a school because their kids didn’t get back from school. Rumours about missing kid’s schools won’t do any
school much good. Schools should strive to make safety a priority and safety and security should be the practice in every school.

Review of Related Literature

Prevailing research suggests that students’ feelings of safety at school, and problems with peer relationships and bullying, are influenced by a broad array of factors, including students’ own attributes, attributes of their schools, adults with whom students interact, families, neighbourhoods, and the broader society. A number of studies have shown that community-level factors, such as crime and poverty, while related to school safety, are not solely deterministic of school safety climate. However, it remains largely unknown how school policies and practices mediate the influence of neighbourhood and community-level factors on school safety. In particular, there is very little literature on the ways in which safety and security concepts can be integrated into the reading comprehension passages of the English Language Curriculum especially, in schools in Nigeria.

Educators, parents and students are concerned about the increased levels of violent incidences within schools and ensuring repercussions upon student performance. Children living with danger often develop defences against their fears interfere with their development as energy spent on these defences is not available for learning (Prothrow-Smith and Quaday, 1995). Researchers have recently examined school safety conditions and have considered the influence of bullying, gang violence, and violent activities within schools upon student outcomes (Baker, 1996; Furlong, Chung, Bates, and Morrison, 1995; Kimweli and Anderman, 1997).

Furlong et al., (1995) found that students who had been victims of violence had lower grades and higher levels of perceived danger within schools than their non-victim peers. The researcher suggests that high levels of school violence may have a “generalized retarding effect on a child’s development and overwhelm coping and protective factors naturally present in the student’s life” (pp. 294-295). Kimweli and Anderman (1997) concluded that students enrolled in violent schools are exposed to unpredictable events not under the student’s control and found that smaller schools had lower levels of violence.

Based on the finding that extreme violence has been found to hinder academic cognitive, social, and emotional development (Furlong et al., 1995; Harris, 1995; Prothrow-Smith and Quaday, 1995), one can argue that an unsafe school environment would hinder academic achievement. In more violent schools, students have less time to focus on academic activities as they are concerned about other factor and personal
safety issues that is, too scared to learn (Kimweli and Anderman, 1997; Prothrow-Smith and Quaday, 1995). The review of the literature, however, did not uncover any study that addressed the influence of school safety conditions on student achievement. The safety characteristics of a school might explain some of the variance in student achievement between schools. Students with high levels of violence will be more apprehensive about their safety, distracted by violent events within classrooms and the school, and place a lower level of importance on components of learning than students in “safe” middle-level schools (Kimweli and Anderson, 1997). Because students within “safe” schools are not worried about victimization, they presumably have more time to devote to academic activities. Educators in “safe” schools would also be able to devote more time to teaching and less time disciplining students.

Researchers have also concluded that the following school-level conditions account for differences in educational effectiveness: Socio-economic background of the students within schools, ethnicity of the student body, school location, pupil-teacher ratios, number of experienced teachers, school organizational grade configuration, school size, and administrative leadership (Crone and Tashakkori, 1992; Eccles et al., 1991; Moore, 1984; Phillips, 1997; Rumberger, 1995; Tarter, Sabo, and Hoy, 1995; Weishew and Peng, 1987).

However, one important school-level variable—“safety” has not investigated within a multilevel study. Having a safe environment has been identified as a condition that directly influences individual student achievement within schools (Creemers, 1994).

From a policy perspective, it is important to know how schools effectively educate their students as communities rely on students to educate their children. It is difficult to alter the background characteristics of students, but it is possible to alter school conditions to improve the safety of the school environment.

Integrating the concept of safety and security into reading comprehension passages of the Junior Secondary School English language Curriculum

English Language is a subject that cuts across the curriculum. It is a compulsory subject for all students in all classes at the primary and secondary levels of education in Nigeria. Reading comprehension is one of the fundamental language skills children are expected to be exposed to all through their schooling (Yusuf, 2011, 2013). In view of this, young children need to be constantly inspired through meaningful reading comprehension lessons. This will make students to develop positive mental attitude that will ultimately help them in life. The author of this paper has created and
developed a few reading comprehension passages with concepts of safety and security that can be included in the reading component of the English Language curriculum for junior secondary schools in Nigeria. This author strongly believes that students should be security conscious and alert at all times. One way of making this to happen is by exposing students to reading more stuff about safety and security.

**Challenges of Language Teachers in implementing concept of safety and security in reading comprehension lessons and possible solutions**

- **Lack of creativity**
  A language teacher should be creative especially in the reading comprehension aspect of language teaching. This is because children are bored when a subject, topic lacks the creativity to keep them aptly attentive. When the comprehension text lacks these attributes, the responsibility then falls on the teacher who should inject intriguing tit-bits momentarily, and make the comprehension lesson enjoyable. For instance, a comprehension lesson titled “safety in school” should include some practical examples of individuals demonstrating how to be safe in school. Children should be made to dramatize the virtue of safety as contained in the passage. When a teacher falls short of these expectations, the goal of reading comprehension with concept of safety and security defeated.

- **Poor command of English Language**
  Many Nigerian primary school teachers are not competent to teach effectively in English language. For example, Gamut (1985) cited in Yusuf (2010) survey of English Language teaching conditions revealed 74% out of the 70 teachers studied could teach more effectively in Nigerian Language than they could in English Language. This type of situation compounds the pupil’s problem of acquiring English as a second language. Teachers should make conscious efforts to improve their level of competence in English Language by going for further training. They should also attend regular workshops, conferences and seminars.

- **Time**
  Time here is related to portion of time belonging to particular events or situations, and this applies to the classroom situation. On one part, the teacher has a lot to do within so short a time. He marks assignments, teachers, goes round to correct erring ones, attends to special pupils – slow writers, slow learners etc. when it is time for reading comprehension lessons, an aspect that does not only enhance pupils’ language
proficiency but also exposes them to basic and pertinent safety virtues, he (the teacher) is already worn out.

This affects the learner too. Teachers should create time for children to relax in between lessons. Teachers should also adopt effective time management skills that will help them accomplish their task successfully.

- **Scarcity of “safety and security” related titles in reading comprehension passages**
  In most primary English text books, comprehension passages are titled differently. Such titles include Air travel; Birthday parties, Train journey, visit to the zoo etc. There are hardly any titles with concept of safety and security.

  It is recommended that comprehension passages should include concept of safety and security such as “keeping safe in school, war against violence, security gadgets among others. When children, from early age, learn how to stay safe, they are likely not to fall as victims in the hands of insurgents.

- **Poor teaching methods**
  Most English language teachers do not have the knowledge of the appropriate method/technique to use in teaching children reading comprehension (Yusuf, 2009). Reading comprehension lessons can always be meaningful if teachers encourage and stimulate students to always make use of their relevant schema (that is, background knowledge/experience) to make and confirm predictions as they read the comprehension texts. Meaning does not always reside in the text. The reader has to activate his/her schema to make meaning out of print. The language teacher needs to guide children to achieve this by using interactive activities, active participation and collaboration and co-operative teaching/learning techniques. Teachers should use dramatization, miming, demonstration, pair reading, group work and interactive question and answer sessions. Teachers should encourage pupils to perform different activities before, during and after reading to enhance language proficiency.

- **Lack of reading specialist teachers**
  In most primary schools, there are no specialist reading teachers. The English Language teacher assumes a dual role that is, as a language teacher and a reading teacher. Since the language teacher is not trained specially as a reading teacher, he/she is often found battling and trying to cope with the challenges in the classroom. In view of the fact that no education programme can rise above the quality of its teachers, the teacher factor becomes a critical one in the implementation of the concept of safety and security and
the improvement of reading efficiency. More effort is needed to raise their level of competence. Language teachers lack training in peace education. Safety and security concepts should be taught in teacher training colleges/colleges of education/universities.

- **Lack of adequate teaching facilities**
  Most schools lack adequate teaching facilities/materials for teaching. This tends to hamper or incapacitate teachers. Facilities/teaching materials such as overhead projectors, television set, DVD players, VCD players, tape recorders, pictures, posters, etc. should be provided in adequate quantities for teachers. Jingles on safety and security, songs on safety and security and drama or playlets on safety and security need to be provided by schools/teachers in order to make learning more meaningful and interesting.

**Proposed Reading Comprehension titles on safety and security**

The following are safety and security that can be included in the titles of reading comprehension passages of the reading component of the English Language Curriculum for Junior Secondary Schools.

- Living in peace
- Security agencies
- Securities personnel’s
- Good neighbourliness
- Be your brother or sister’s keeper
- Respect other people’s religion/beliefs
- Say “No” to any form of violence
- Say “No” to any form of inhuman behaviour
- Keeping safe in school
- Respect for all lives
- Co-operation
- Equality and mutual benefit
- Competition without war
- Benefits of dialogue
- Peaceful Co-existence
- Mutual non-aggression

**Sample Reading Comprehension Passages Developed by the Author of this Paper**

**Passage 1: Safety in Schools**

Kids need a safe and comfortable environment to learn to the best of their capabilities. This means they have to feel safe in their school and be able to positively interact with their teachers and classmates. Parents and other adults can help make sure children
have a positive school experience by: Talking to your children about their day. Sometimes children won’t tell you right away if they are having problems at school. Ask your children if they see anyone bullied, if they are bullied, or if anything else makes them feel uncomfortable. Look for warning signs, such as sudden drop in grades, loss of friends, or torn clothing.

Teaching children to resolve problems without fighting. Explain that fighting could lead to them getting hurt, hurting someone else, or earning a reputation as a bully. Talk to them about other ways they can work out a problem, such as talking it out, walking away, sticking with friends, or telling a trusted adult.

Keeping an eye on your children’s internet use. Many elementary schools have computers with Internet or if there is a blocking devices installed to prevent children from finding explicit websites. Talk to your children about what they do online-what sites they visit, who they email, and who they chat with. Let them know they can talk to you if anything they see online makes them uncomfortable, whether it’s an explicit websites.

Asking about the safety and emergency plans for your children’s school. How are local police involved? How are students and parents involved? What emergencies have been considered and planned for?

Passage 2: Bullying
Unwanted and repeated written, verbal, or physical behaviour, including any threatening, insulting, or dehumanizing gesture by an adult or student that is severe or pervasive enough to create an intimidating, hostile, or offensive educational environment, cause discomfort or humiliation, or unreasonably interfere with the individual’s school performance or participation. As with most harmful behaviour among children, in general bullying occurs wherever there is the least structure and adult supervision. Most incidents tend to occur on the playground, in bathrooms, in locker rooms, in cafeterias, in cyberspace, at bus stops, and in the school bus.

As a student
- Stay away from bullies.
- Tell an adult.
- Avoid bad situations.
- Make friends.
- If bullied, tell the bully to stop; then walk away
- Stay away from any unfamiliar person who is trying to trick you or force you to go with him or her.
Let your parents and other trusted adults know about any suspicious persons or situations.
Learn to describe people and vehicles.
Know where to run and how to forcibly resist capture.
Scream to be seen and to scare a stranger away.
Stay with a buddy, a group, or parents at the bus stop.
Report anyone hanging around or passing by regularly.
Accept a ride only from someone approved by the school.
Walk or bike only along a route that your parents or the school has determined is safe.
Lock the door and never tell callers you are home alone.

**Passage 3: Dauda’s Truancy**

Dauda, a soft-spoken African American student at Hampos School, describes an incident he was involved in during his first year. An older student from the same school assaulted Dauda outside school, beating him and knocking him to the ground, and then subsequently continued to threaten him after school. Wanting to avoid more conflict, Dauda spent the next four weeks leaving his house each morning in his school uniform, only to slip back into his house through the back gate once his mother left for work; all told, he missed almost five full weeks of school during the fall semester.

Dauda’s truancy went unnoticed for more than two weeks before a staff member at the school began trying to reach his mother. When he returned to classes, his English teacher had resigned and been replaced with a woman he had never met, who didn’t know him; his maths teacher was unhappy to see him back. Dauda’s algebra teacher complained that a lot of the students at Hampos School, like Dauda, “don’t see education as a priority . . . They don’t think it’s important for them to be here every day.”

None of Dauda’s teachers were informed about the reason for his prolonged absence from his classes, and none of them inquired. Instead, for many of his teachers, Dauda’s unexplained absences reinforced their own negative stereotypes about Dauda and students like him: “Pretty much,” Dauda’s maths teacher said one afternoon, “you can give [those kids] work, but they will not do it.” Dauda felt that his maths teacher did not like him and went out of his way to pick on him. “I am payin’ attention sometime,” he explained to an interviewer, “but [my maths teacher] just turn[s] on me.”

After feeling like he was being repeatedly singled out in class, Dauda began withdrawing his effort in maths, and his grades plummeted. “[My maths teacher] just get me so mad,” Dauda explained, “[that] I say forget it—I’m not doin’ this [work] no more.” The weak bond between Dauda and his maths teacher crumbled quickly; in the absence of
any information about who Dauda really was—a shy, vulnerable, and frightened young man—his maths teacher fashioned a narrative about him in which he was cast as disinterested, unmotivated, and disruptive.

Dauda floundered in a school environment that lacked adult support. He was suspended twice during the school session for arguing with his maths teacher and missed over 35 full days of school that term. He failed every core subject both semesters, with the exception of one subject in which he earned a ‘D’.

**Passage 4: Halima’s Determination**

Halima at Lake Erie, had a very different experience, marked by much stronger and more supportive relationships with her teachers. Early in the year, two of Halima’s close friends from primary school were shot and killed in gang-related violence. In a very short time, Halima’s attitude towards school seemed to change dramatically—instead of an outgoing, cheerful girl, she became morose and fearful. In her classes,

Halima explained, she often had trouble focusing:

“[Bako’s’] desk was right next to mine,” she told an interviewer. “I would be ready to do my work, and then all of a sudden, I would think about Bako, [and] then I just started crying.”

Halima continued to struggle, despite expressing strong motivation and talking regularly about joining her sister at college—she was distracted and had trouble completing work on time.

However, instead of pulling away from her, Halima’s teachers—and particularly her algebra teacher—knit more closely together around her as she struggled. Her maths teacher offered to come in early before school to help her complete missed assignments encouraged her to join a club he sponsored after school, and kept in close contact with her family throughout the year. Halima slowly rebounded—eventually, her grades improved dramatically, until they exceeded her previous performance in school. She was selected for a national honour society, and one of her teachers observed that she had become one of the few students in her high school class for whom college was obviously attainable. Her maths teacher said of Halima, “She’s very independent . . . she’s a great kid.”

**Passage 5:**

Walking and biking to and from school can be a great way to get exercise, interact with your children, and teach them lifelong traffic safety skills.

- Walk with an adult or responsible older child at all times.
- Children under 10 years old should cross the street only with an adult.
- Walk on the sidewalk if there is one.
• Walk facing the traffic, as far from the road/traffic as possible, if no sidewalk is available.
• Use traffic signals and marked crosswalks if available.
• Stop at the curb or edge of the road and look left, right and left for traffic before crossing the street.
• Walk; don’t run.
• Give drivers time to see you before crossing the street.
• Keep looking for cars while you are crossing.
• Wear white clothing or reflectors when walking in the dark or in low light

Passage 6:
Every day, Aisha goes to school in a chaotic environment, where fights break out regularly, and teachers struggle to maintain order in their classrooms. Not all students in Kaduna attend schools as unsafe as Aisha’s school, but concerns about safety are prevalent among students and teachers at many schools across the district. This is a basic issue that has serious consequences for students’ academic growth and personal well-being.

Stay away from strangers
Safe environment
Chaotic environment safety tools
Security measures

The way forward

The way forward is to make foundational changes in our values, institutions and ways of living by cultivating the culture of safety and security consciousness and alertness. Security is the responsibility and business of all. All hands must be on deck to protect all vulnerable children against all forms of violence in human behaviour and the likes, in our schools and society at large.

Conclusion

The “seed” for building a safe and secure world free from any form of violence and in human behaviour are the young ones in junior secondary schools scattered all over the country/world. In view of this, the concepts of safety and security should be inculcated and planted in the hearts of children at the basic education level. The more children are exposed to the concepts of safety and security, the more conscious they will become of...
their environment and possible intruders. They more the will be able to make informed decisions in future about being safe in an insecure world.

**Recommendations**

- Curriculum planners in Nigeria should include the concepts of safety and security in the English language curriculum for junior secondary schools in Nigeria. This will help to raise a new generation of security conscious citizens as well as citizens who will not take any security issue for granted. Interest in preserving and caring for the planet earth.
- Schools should set aside a day or time as “safety and security day”. On such days, students should be taught to practicalize or demonstrate the concept of safety and security through various activities within and outside the school community.
- Students should be exposed to practical activities such as field trips/educational visits. They should be exposed to projects and exchanges to heighten local and global awareness on safety and security.
- Schools should adopt a holistic and integral approach in promoting concepts of safety and security by encouraging students to engage in meaningful activities such as dramatization, miming, singing etc.
- Curriculum planners should ensure that the concept of safety and security such as keeping safe, security tools, war against violence, peaceful co-existence, etc are included in reading comprehension passages of the English Language curriculum.
- Workshops/seminars on safety and security should be organised periodically to acquaint teachers and school communities on knowledge of safety and security.
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